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• Using NGS
• Sequencing STR loci
• S5-Ion Chef workflows
• Using Converge software for CE-NGS data comparisons

Sequencing STRs: Plusses and Minuses

+ Plusses
  • Smaller amplicons
  • Not constrained by CE size separation
  • Better for degraded DNA
  • Improved mixture decompositional potential
  • Discriminate shared alleles & stutter masking by sequence differences

- Minuses
  • Higher cost vs CE
  • More complex procedure
  • Novel analysis methods, nomenclature
  • Longer time to result
  • New methods require training, validation, implementation

NIST’s Experiences Sequencing STRs at Scale

• 2014 Promega PowerSeq (24-plex)
  • 183 samples from NIST population set
  • African American, Asian, Caucasian, Hispanic
  • Collaboration with Battelle Institute
  • Wet lab time: ~ two weeks
  • Goal: initial characterization of sequence variation

• 2016 ForenSeq Signature Kit
  • 1386 samples from NIST population set
  • Goal: U.S. population allele frequencies

Why Use S5 XL & Ion Chef?

• Modular panels -vs- megaplex
  • Lower complexity = improved balance & sensitivity
  • Large multiplexes give more information, but tricky to optimize

• Thermo-Fisher Panels
  • STR
    • Precision-ID GlobalFiler NGS (v2) panel for S5 instrument
  • SNP
    • Precision-ID Ancestry Panel
    • Precision-ID Identity Panel (includes Y- and X-chromosomes)
  • Mitochondrial DNA
    • Precision-ID Whole Genome Panel
  • Precision-ID Control Region Panel

• Ion Chef
  • Full automation of library construction and templating procedures
  • Developed and supported by ThermoFisher

NIST’s Experiences Sequencing STRs at Scale

• 2017 Promega PowerSeq 466Y – collaboration with Promega
  • 665 samples from NIST population set
  • Time to complete sequencing: ~ two months
  • Goal: assist with assay development, informatics

• 2017 Precision ID GlobalFiler NGS (v2) – collaboration with ThermoFisher
  • 88 Japanese from 5 prefectures
  • Time to complete sequencing: ~ one month
  • Goal: population allele frequencies - Japanese

• 2018 Precision ID GlobalFiler NGS (v2) – collaboration with ThermoFisher
  • 235 samples (n = 123 Asian, 98 Hispanic, 14 “Challenging”)
  • Time to complete sequencing: ~ two months
  • Goal: population allele frequencies – U.S. Asian & Hispanic, also assay development
Templating Process

Data Analysis Workflow

Profile Comparison: Concordance Testing

Sequencing Eliminates Single Nucleotide Resolution Issues
Conclusions/summary

- **STR Sequencing**
  - Increased information – variation in STR, flanking SNPs
  - Useful with difficult casework samples
  - Mixtures, degraded DNA
- **Ion Chef**
  - Saves labor
  - Cost vs. time trade-off
  - Increases reproducibility, reliability
- **Converge**
  - Visualize & edit data
  - Data comparison (CE/NGS)
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